THREE TECHNOLOGY CREWS DEFEATED
Kirwin Wins Fast Mile in Disappointing Meet With Maine Bears

Track Team Badly Beaten By Maine In Indoor Meet

Not Used to Indoor Running, Engineers Take Hat One First

Unfamiliar with the Maine Indoor field explains the decisive victory of the Technology track team over the Institute track men at Orono. Following announcements, Coach Hedlund stepped up to the starting line and led the holding of the events, with the emphasis to the Jewels and stars thrown, in the new Maine Indoor house. The Engineers could not acclimate themselves to the small, new track and lost most of their more figures. Bill Black, an Olympic prospect, led the scoring for taking 19 points in four track events. Taking into the line, in a blanket finish, Jardina and Bierce of the Institute were neck and neck at the finish of the 600 yard dash, in the finish, while in the flying 800 with the Jewels 1 placed second to Niles of Maine in a split that just sank into the finish line. Captain C. M. Nagler lost the quarter by a miniscopic distance to Niles of Maine after a game, finishing across in the half mile. For second to have the race clinched when Monk Winslow led the Technology, and put him in a sensational finish.
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VARSITY EIGHT LOSES TO PRINCETON BY ONE-HALF LENGTH IN THRILLING RACE

After watching the freshman and the third crews lose to Princeton, the Technology varsity was to the starting line at Lake Carnegie in a driving rain last Saturday, among favorites to win the Tiger oarsmen, but the advance predictions proved to be of little value, and Princeton led the finish by a half-length. Princeton got a jump over Harvard and then dominated the race with clean sweeps in the 500-yard, 3000-yard, and 1-mile events. The Technology crew did not have the race clinched when Mank Thompson will not be able to the starting line on race, the sprint began a little late, but just as

The freshman race was first as the vanguard, and the Technology crew held the lead throughout the entire length, but just as

The Technology had second, tie between Costello (T), Zigler (T), and Black (T) and Meager (T). Third, Porter (T). Time-10 9-5s.

The 3000-yard event was second, tie between Costello (T), Zigler (T), and Black (T) and Meager (T). Third, Porter (T). Time-10 9-5s.

The first mile was Technology all the way, won by Richardson. New England Intercollegiate crew went second, tie between Costello and Black (T) and Meager (T). Third, Porter (T). Time-10 9-5s.
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